Kala 2016
My notes from the video at:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ROEGQ0brQUg

customizing and floating windows
focus on Transits, ashtakavarga
transit predictive tool: finding trigger transits that indicate the day an event happens
"Some transits have to be happening when an event occurs, e.g. the day you fall in love"
get a job
go to a foreign country
get a new job
transits trigger events
based upon "when a bhava gives its fruits" in Phaladeepika
there are so many transits happening all of the time, it's overwhelming to examine all of them
finding the transit that shows the day an event happens is difficult
let's say, after looking at a chart, you think their relationship is going to go to the next level
sometime the next month, but want to find out what day that's going to happen.
I examine all of the transits to the Navamsha (the chart for marriage)
I put in the date range (one month) and click on Screen and then the program displays every
transit happening each day for the month. A lot of transits. Conjunctions, trines, planetary
aspects, plus rasi aspects, and transits to transiting planets.
Let's say the 1st lord in transit conjuncts the 7th lord in transit.
(We've already looked at the Dasas and see that the relationship is going to take off in the next
month.)
To find the exact day, we have to have a trigger transit in the D-1. For a concrete (real) effect,
you also need a transit in the D-60, also need the D-40 to line up for anything really good or

really bad to happen, if the D-45 also lines up, it's going to be an even better event (but it's not
critical for it to show up in the D-45). And finally, it needs to line up in the D-9.
If there is no D-9 transit, I can ignore all of those days.
If there is no D-60 transit but there is one a day after or before, that can count because we have a
+ or - one day orb.
So any day (with adjacent days) where all of the relevant Varga charts have transits will be the
day of the event.
-------------------------------------Ernst also uses this for rectification, he only uses transits for rectification. Using major life events
and moving the birth time forward or backwards specific increments.
---------------------------------------------------------Also, the animated transit screen has been improved. It has always had a Gochara report (transits
from the Moon) that appears when you click in the center of the biwheel. But in this version we
have added to the report the effects of transits from Yavana Jataka (one of the oldest astrology
books). The effects of every every planet transiting from every other planet and the Lagna.
It shows a + sign when the transiting planet has a positive effect on a life theme (making it easy
to scan).
E.g. Transiting Saturn will show the trends for 2 ½ years in relationship to all of the planets, and
you can see what themes repeat.
Shows the effects of all of the transiting planets.
Avasthas calculated screen gives the calculations for each planet's capacity for fulfillment.
Added: the ability to calculate these three different ways:
From the Shad Bala
from Vimshopaka
Shad Bala + Jagradi Avasthas + Baladhi Avasthas
Alt-A to change method
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------also on this screen: Tools --> Search (always has been there) but added searching for a planet low
in Shad Bala, e.g. 7LSB (Saturn low shad bala) and it will give you all of the charts in your
database with the planet having low Shad Bala

additional color options. Originally blue (influences from neutrals), green (beneficial influences

from friends), red (from enemies), and black (the planet itself)
You can now change the neutral good and bad colors

Many changes to the Ashtakavarga Screen (under new Transits Menu)
Now showing the Kaksha degree, the planet ruling that Kaksha, and each planet in its natal sign
is emboldened and asterisked
the popup ashtakavarga chart for each planet also shows the sign the planet is in
most important new feature:
Grahas in houses from themselves table shows the house distance of each transiting planet
from itself over time
When you get several transiting planets in the same house from themselves, it triggers that house.
E.g. three planets in the first from itself will give a First House experience, e.g. decides what her
next big step will be. (Higher bindus give better results.)

added four more Jaimini dasha: svakendra, niryana, tara arkamsha, sva

added on the Animated transit and progressed screens, 10 minute intervals
and the ability to show Graha Aspects, Rasi aspects, Tajika aspects, Trines, and most importantly
Transit-to-transit aspects (any of the three)
transit-to-transit can trigger events.
Also added Bhava cusp degrees to the inner chart so you can see exact transits to cusps

If you call up the Bhava Chalita chart , you can now see all of the deities for all of the Varga
cusps

Added 50 countries to the Atlas. And the atlas is now complete for the entire World.

Tara Table screen, using Taras in an unique way from a Jaimini book.
He's added the house cusps to the table.

Added several Ayanamshas from the Swiss Ephemeris, e.g the True Chitra, Ardra/ Galactic Plane
Ayamasha,

Transit Hit List
can go back to previous search, and set defaults too.

Cards of Truth
Uses playing card symbols (cardsoftruth.com) for prediction
fast and accurate

shodasavarga popup can move it around, see all of the vargas without changing screens

shodasavarga deities printout of 16 boxes, showing the dignity, Baladi and Jagradi Avasthas,
deity of the Varga

Mutual agenda table, what a planet represents in any specific varga chart (I.e. what houses each
activates)
helps you find the agendas (life themes/houses) activated by dashas and bhuktis

The ability to quickly scroll through several screens, with the up down arrow buttons

North and South Indian chart screen
on the right, all charts are north on left all south

